
The Search Engine Game

If the much-publicized dot.com

crash of 2000/2001 is making you

think that the Internet is less impor-

tant to your business than it used to

be, you’re wrong.

Builders, specifiers, homeowners

and do-it-yourselfers aren’t aban-

doning the Web. Far from it. They’re

actually relying on the Internet more

than ever as a means for locating





sible. If you can accomplish this, you’ll be amazed at how much

traffic search engines can deliver to your site. That’s the good

news. The bad news is that it’s not easy to get those high search

engine results.

How Search Engines Work

To successfully enhance search engine rankings for your site, you

must have a baseline understanding about how search engines

work and how they analyze and rank sites. First, you need to

understand the distinction between a search engine and direc-

tory. A search engine (Lycos, Excite, AltaVista, etc.) uses auto-

mated “robots” that cruise the Web and index sites mechani-

cally. A directory (Yahoo, LookSmart, etc.) is a human-reviewed

listing of sites categorized by topics or subject matter.

Submitting a site to a directory is fairly straightforward. Yahoo,

LookSmart and others offer detailed instructions on how to sub-

mit a site for consideration in their directories. Follow the rules

carefully. For instance, Yahoo asks for a 25-word maximum

description of your site. Keep your description to 25 words or

less—don’t use 26 words. Yahoo editors are notoriously picky

and will discard your submission for even minor rules infrac-

tions.

Yahoo and LookSmart are the two most important directories.

Be sure your site is registered with both. Also, when registering

be sure to use the “Business Express” option on Yahoo and the

“Express Submit” option on LookSmart. Both these express sub-

mission services cost $199. Pay the fee—it’s worth it. If you don’t

pay the fee, you may wait weeks or months for your listing to

finally appear, if it appears at all.

A third, lesser-known but still important directory is the Open

Directory Project (www.dmoz.com). Listings on this site are free.

Open Directory is important not so much for the site itself, but

for the network of search engines and portals that use its direc-

tory listings. Open Directory listings appear on Lycos, AOL

Search, AltaVista and HotBot, among others.

As mentioned previously, automated search engines differ from

directories in that they send out “robots” that automatically

crawl the Web, indexing and cataloging pages as they go. But

don’t expect these robots to automatically find your site with-

out any effort on your part. Given the huge number of pages

now on the Web, waiting for search engine robots to find your

site may take weeks, months or years. Instead, take the time to



register your site with key search engines. While there are hun-

dreds of search engines in existence, concentrate your efforts

on the major players. According to Danny Sullivan, a leading

expert on search engines and publisher of Search Engine Watch

(www.searchenginewatch.com), below are the major search

engines.

Major Search Engines

AOL Search Iwon

AltaVista Inktomi

Ask Jeeves Lycos

Direct Hit MSN Search

Excite N B C

Fast Search Netscape Search

Go/Infoseek Northern Light

GoTo Raging Search

Google Webcrawler

HotBot WebTop

Submitting Your Site

Before submitting your site to any of the top search engines or

directories, you need to prepare your Web pages by following a

few basic guidelines. While there are no guarantees that your

site will be listed among the top 30 or 40 results for any search

engine, following these guidelines will give you a better chance

for success.

Some of these guidelines should be followed as you are creating

or updating your site. Others can be accomplished immediate-

ly prior to search engine registration.

First, think about what keywords search engine users may use

to try to find your site. There are no right or wrong answers. Just

use common sense. If you’re an acoustical ceiling contractor

based in Dallas, you’re probably only interested in reaching cus-

tomers based in the Dallas area. So, include “Dallas” as part of

your selected keyword phrases (for example, “Dallas ceiling con-

tractor, ” “Dallas commercial ceilings,” “Dallas commercial con-

struction,” etc.).

The keywords and keyword phrases you select are important

because, as the robots review Web pages, they “read” the copy



on each page and note the relative usage of words and phrases.

If the words “Dallas,” “ceiling” and “contractor” appear on your

pages or on your page titles or metatags (more on this later),

the robots will be able to identify your site as having something

to do with being a Dallas ceiling contractor and will list your

site accordingly. This gives your site a better chance of appear-

ing on top results when a Dallas building owner goes to Lycos

(or another major search engine) and searches for “Dallas ceil-

ing contractors” or a similar phrase.

Select as many keywords and keyword phrases as you like, but

concentrate on what seem to be the most important and most

likely to be used. Try to incorporate those primary keywords into

the copy on your home page and primary subpages. If possible,

use them in your page headlines and in text links. But, there’s

no need to overdo it. Work your keywords and keyword phras-

es into the flow of your

copy. If you can include

“Dallas ceiling contrac-

tor” a couple of times on

your home page, you’re

doing great.

Alternatively, you may

want to consider creating

a separate page within

your site that’s focused on

one particular keyword or key-

word phrase. For instance, for our Dallas ceiling contractor busi-

ness, you could create a page that provides information on com-

pany history, emphasizing your Dallas roots. This topic will

enable you to easily include additional mentions of your “Dal-

las ceiling contractor” key phrase, thus giving the search engine

robots stronger hints about the nature of your business.

You’ll also want to include your keywords in your page title. Page

tides are extremely important as most search engines give them

high emphasis in categorizing sites. Titles are also often used as

the description of your site on search engines listings. The more

descriptive your page title, the more likely it is that users will

understand what your site offers and click through to it.

For example, let’s say our Dallas-based ceiling contractor busi-

ness is called “Triple A Ceilings.” As is the case on many Web

sites, you could use the name of your business (Triple A Ceil-

ings) as your page title. While this may seem logical, it’s actual-

ly giving very little pertinent information about your business,



your products and your services. A better page title would be

this: “Triple A Ceilings for Dallas commercial and acoustical

ceiling installations.”

The latter page title provides key information about your busi-

ness to the search engine robots and, when it is listed as part of

your results page, it will give specific information to potential

customers who are using search engines.

Finally, include your keywords into the metatags on your home

page and other major subpages. Metatags are special program-

ming elements inserted into your Web pages. They are not vis-

ible to site visitors, but can be read by search engine robots.

Some, but not all search engines, read metatag information

when indexing your site.

The two most important types of metatags

are “description” and “keywords.” Some

search engines will use your “meta

description” as the summary for your

Web page. This gives you a degree of

control over how those search engines

present your site to the public. (Other

search engines use either your page title

or pick up the first sentence or two of

copy on your site as the site summary)

“Meta keywords” offer an opportunity to

further reinforce your important keywords to search engine

robots. Again, some, but not all, search engines utilize meta key-

words. While meta keywords are not some magic formula that

will send your search engine rankings skyrocketing, they do add

value and should be utilized.

If you’re involved in the development or management of your

site, you may know how to insert page titles and metatags into

your Web pages. If not, talk to your site developer or Webmas-

ter and have him or her insert your keywords into the pages.

The process is quick and simple. It can be accomplished in a

matter of minutes.

Once you have your content, page titles and metatag informa-

tion ready to go, submit your site to all the major search engines.

Don’t wait for them to find your site . . . as that may never hap-

pen. Submitting your site to search engines is usually quite sim-

ple. Locate the “Add URL” or “Add a Site” link on the search

engine home page and fill in the form information as required.

In most cases, you simply need to type in the Web site address.



Depending on the specific search engine, your site will be cata-

loged within a matter or days or weeks. Soon thereafter, pages

from your site will begin appearing in search engine results.

Search Engine Consultants

Search engine positioning has become so important that it has

spawned an entire consulting industry. Search engine consul-

tants are available to provide specific advice about keyword

usage, metatags, page design and layout and other pertinent

issues.

Search engine consultants also offer what are called “doorway

page” strategies. These are Web pages that are specially designed

to rank as high as possible on specific search engines for specif-

ic keyword phrases. Triple A Ceilings, for example, might hire

a consultant to create a doorway page that is focused solely on

achieving highest-possible search engine rankings for the key

phrase “Dallas ceiling contractor.” Creating effective doorway

pages requires in-depth knowledge of how search engines oper-

ate. Since search engine indexing parameters are continually

changing, it’s a full-time job just to stay up-to-date on what’s

working well and what isn’t.

When the right keywords are selected and the strategy is execut-

ed correctly, doorway pages can provide excellent results. Creat-

ing doorway pages can cost between several hundred and sever-

al thousand dollars or more, depending on how many doorway

pages you create. Compared to the costs of banner advertising

and other site promotional campaigns, it can be a real bargain.

But remember, no matter what search engine strategies you

employ, driving traffic to your site is only half the battle. The

ultimate success of your Web site goes back to those three crit-

ical factors: content, content and content.
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